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Status of This Memo

   By submitting this Internet-Draft, each author represents that any
   applicable patent or other IPR claims of which he or she is aware
   have been or will be disclosed, and any of which he or she becomes
   aware will be disclosed, in accordance with Section 6 of BCP 79.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF), its areas, and its working groups.  Note that
   other groups may also distribute working documents as Internet-
   Drafts.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
   time.  It is inappropriate to use Internet- Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   The list of current Internet-Drafts can be accessed at
http://www.ietf.org/ietf/1id-abstracts.txt

   The list of Internet-Draft Shadow Directories can be accessed at
http://www.ietf.org/shadow.html.

   This Internet-Draft will expire on April 8, 2006.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2005).

Abstract

   This document describes enabling global service attributes in the
   Service Location Protocol (SLP). A global service attribute describes
   a service property common to all service types. Its name begins with
   the "service-" prefix. It is defined via an attribute template, and
   can be imported into any service template. A single Service Request
   (SrvRqst) message can use global service attributes to search
   services across multiple service types. Global service attributes can
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   be associated with certain special characteristics so as to support
   advanced discovery scenarios, such as URL changes, multi-access-point
   services, multi-function devices and replicated services.

1. Introduction

   A global service attribute describes a service property common to all
   service types. For example, transport protocol (such as TCP and UDP)
   is a global service attribute since it describes a property common to
   all service types. In contrast, a local service attribute describes a
   service property specific to certain service type. For example,
   printing quality (such as draft, normal and high) is a property
   unique to printers, thus it is a local service attribute.

   Currently, all service attributes in the Service Location Protocol
   (SLP) [RFC2608] are local because they are named, defined and used in
   the context of a particular service type. Specifically, each service
   type defines its own attribute set via a service template [RFC2609];
   an attribute name is unique only within its service type (i.e., two
   different service types may use the same attribute name); and an
   attribute is always used along with its service type. By only using
   local service attributes, SLP cannot efficiently support certain
   discovery scenarios. For example, if a User Agent (UA) wants to find
   all services supporting SCTP (Stream Control Transmission Protocol)
   [RFC2960], it needs three steps in current SLP: sending a Service
   Type Request (SrvTypeRqst) message to obtain a list of service types,
   then using a separate Service Request (SrvRqst) message to search
   services of each type, and finally combining the search results. As a
   SrvRqst message can only search services of a single type, n+1
   searches are needed for n service types, which is inefficient if n is
   large.

   This document describes enabling global service attributes in SLP,
   which can improve SLP efficiency and support advanced discovery
   scenarios.

1.1. Notation Conventions

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14, RFC 2119
   [RFC2119].

2. Enabling Global Service Attributes in SLP

   To enable global service attributes in SLP, we need to assign a
   separate namespace to global service attributes, define them via
   attribute templates, and using them properly in searching services
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   across multiple service types.

2.1. Namespace

   A global service attribute can be used with any service type. If it
   has the same name as a local service attribute, then there will be a
   confusion on which is which. Therefore, a separate namespace is
   needed for global service attributes. To follow the common practice
   of prefixing an attribute name with its service type, the "service-"
   prefix MUST be used in naming global service attributes.

2.2. Definition

   A global service attribute is defined using an attribute template.
   Normally each global service attribute is defined using a separate
   attribute template; several global service attributes MAY be defined
   in the same attribute template only if they are to be used together.
   Any service type that uses a global service attribute imports the
   attribute's definition into its service template, similar to the C
   include and Java import mechanisms. In this way, a global service
   attribute only has one definition, and can be used consistently
   across all service types.

2.2.1. Attribute Template Syntax

   An attribute template is a simplified version of the service type
   template [RFC2609]. It is defined using the following ABNF [RFC2234]:

   attr-template = version attr-defs
   version       = "# attribute-template-version" version-no term
   version-no    = version-no from Section 3.1 of RFC 2609
   term          = term from Section 3.1 of RFC 2609
   attr-defs     = 1*(attr-def)
   attr-def      = attr-def from Section 3.1 of RFC 2609

2.2.2. Attribute Template File Name

   Similar to the service type template file [RFC2609], an attribute
   template file has a naming convention defined using the following
   ABNF.

   attr-tem-fname = attribute-name "." version-no "." langtag
   attribute-name = id from Section 3.1 of RFC 2609
   version-no     = version-no from Section 3.1 of RFC 2609
   langtag        = langtag from Section 3.1 of RFC 2609

   The file name of an attribute template is derived from the first
   attribute name it defines. For example, if a global service attribute
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   "service-attr-x" is the first attribute in an attribute template, the
   version number is 1.0, and the language tag is "en", then the
   attribute template file name is "service-attr-x.1.0.en".

2.2.3. Importing Global Service Attributes

   To support importing global service attributes, the ABNF of the
   service type template defined in RFC 2609 is extended as follows.

   attr-defs      = *( attr-def / keydef / import-line )
   import-line    = "import" attr-tem-fname
   attr-tem-fname = attr-tem-fname from Section 2.2.2 of this document

2.3. Basic Usages

   A global service attribute can appear in any place where a local
   service attribute is appropriate, such as the attribute predicate in
   a SrvRqst message, the attribute list in a Service Registration
   (SrvReg) or Attribute Reply (AttrRply) message, and the attribute tag
   in a Service Deregistration (SrvDeReg) or Attribute Request
   (AttrRqst) message.

   In a SrvRqst message, when local service attributes are used, exactly
   one service type MUST be specified; but when only global service
   attributes are used, multiple service types or a service type
   wildcard can be specified. A service type wildcard is defined as an
   empty service type string; the length of the service type string is
   zero. Therefore, a single SrvRqst message can use global service
   attributes to search services across multiple or all service types.
   For example, to find all services supporting SCTP, we can use a
   single SrvRqst message that has a service type wildcard, and an
   attribute predicate of "service-transport-protocol=sctp".

2.4. Advantages

   Using global service attributes can improve SLP efficiency. First,
   global service attributes only need to be defined once. Afterwards,
   they can be imported into any service template. This avoids defining
   the same attribute repeatedly in different service templates, and
   ensures a consistent definition. Secondly, by using global service
   attributes, a single SrvRqst message can search services across
   multiple service types, which is more efficient than using multiple
   SrvRqst messages, one for each service type.

3. Advanced Usages

   Global service attributes can be associated with certain special
   characteristics so as to support advanced discovery scenarios. For
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   example, service identifiers and device identifiers are URIs
   [RFC2396], such as UUIDs [UUID]. They have two important
   characteristics: uniqueness and persistence, i.e., each of them
   uniquely and persistently identifies a service or a device. We can
   define service identifiers and device identifiers as global service
   attributes, and use them to support the following discovery
   scenarios.

3.1. Supporting URL Changes

   SLP uses service URLs as service keys, which may be changed (e.g.,
   when a service moves). Therefore, retrieving a service based on its
   service URLs may not always be feasible, but a UA can always find a
   service based on its service identifier.

3.2. Discovering Multi-Access-Point Services

   A multi-access-point service provides the same service via different
   access points (i.e., different IP addresses, port numbers or access
   protocols) residing at the same device. For example, a multi-protocol
   printer may support IPP [RFC2910] and LPR access protocols, and have
   two URLs as follows: service:printer:ipp://mpp.example.com and
   service:printer:lpr://mpp.example.com. A multi-access-point service
   advertises each access point separately, but all advertisements use
   the same service identifier and the same device identifier to
   indicate that they belong to the same service instance residing at
   the same device. A UA can discover all advertisements of a multi-
   access-point service by specifying the service identifier and the
   device identifier as well as the service type (or a service type
   wildcard) in a SrvRqst message.

3.3. Discovering Multi-Function Devices

   A multi-function device provides different types of services at the
   same device, such as a printing and scanning device. A multi-function
   device advertises each service type separately, but all
   advertisements use the same device identifier to indicate that they
   reside at the same device. A UA can discover all advertisements of a
   multi-function device by specifying the device identifier and a
   service type wildcard (or all the service types the device supports)
   in a SrvRqst message.

3.4. Discovering Replicated Services

   A replicated service provides the same service at different devices.
   It advertises the same service at each device separately, and all
   advertisements use the same service identifier but different device
   identifiers. A UA can discover all advertisements of a replicated
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   service by specifying the service identifier and the service type (or
   a service type wildcard) in a SrvRqst message. Note that a replicated
   service uses different device identifiers in its advertisements
   whereas a multi-access-point service uses the same device identifier
   in its advertisements.

4. Security Considerations

   The security considerations for RFC 2609 apply to this document.
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